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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Deliverable 1.5. Overview of Events collects information (title, date, location, content, call and changes by
the Covid-19) on significant events (conferences, seminars, workshops) which will be organised by the
project as well as external events that can be of interest. The external events collected are not related
directly to the ETHNA System project. They are events that due to their subject matter and content could
be of interest to the consortium members, so they are informed of them through this document. These
events are also included in the agenda section of the ETHNA System website to facilitate information to
people who may be interested in these topics. ETHNA System project will provide a report containing this
information each reporting period, and this would be coordinated and integrated in the dissemination Plan.
For the elaboration of the overview of events, the collaboration of all the partners has been requested,
elaborating a joint working document. The information is collected in this deliverable in table form. In order
to facilitate consultation, the events are also listed in the events section of the website.
The first Overview of Events was submitted by M3. The second Overview of Events is being delivered on
M15 and the third will be presented on M36.
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Overview of events table
Title

Dates Location Content extracted from the event website

SIENNA Final
10-12
conference: Eth- March
ics, Human Rights 2021
& Emerging Technologies

Online

In the conference the results of the 3.5 years of work
that the SIENNA project has conducted will be presented. In the conference ethical and human rights
issues raised by emerging technologies will be discussed, and the new methods and instruments
needed for ethical guidance and governance of
emerging technologies will be assessed.

Deadline Call

Changes by the
Covid-19

Without call

Link for more information: https://www.siennaproject.eu/final-conference/
Workshop ETHNA
System: “Research and Innovation in and for a
Good Society”

24
March
9:00
a.m. –
1:30
p.m.

Online

In this workshop, ETHNA project partners will present Without call
the main findings on RRI state of the art, best practices, societal needs assessment, and stakeholder
involvement. The workshop also points to crucial
questions for the design and implementation of an
RRI governance system. Workshop participants are
invited to discuss these questions in moderated parallel sessions.
Link for more information:
https://ethnasystem.eu/workshop2021/

STS Conference
Graz 202. Critical
Issues in Science,
Technology &
Society Studies

3. May Graz,
2021 @ Austria
8:00
AM - 5.
May
2021 @
5:00
PM

It is the joint Annual Conference of the Science Tech- February 2020
nology and Society Unit (STS) of the Institute of Interactive Systems and Data Science of the Technical
University of Graz, the Inter-University Research
Centre for Technology, Work and Culture (IFZ) and
the Institute for Advanced Studies of Science, Technology and Society (IAS-STS). The conference will
cover topics related to Open Science, Digitalization of
Society, Mobility, Sustainability, Gender, Science and
Technology.
Link for more information: https://stsconference.isds.tugraz.at/event/10/

UNESCO World
Conference On
Education For
Sustainable Development

17.
Berlin,
May
Germany
2021 @
8:00
AM 19.
May
2021 @
5:00
PM

UNESCO highlights that the planet and its inhabitants --are under increasing pressure: Human-induced climate change, limited and recklessly exploited resources, rising temperatures and sea levels, pollution
and shrinking biodiversity are just a few of the issues
governments and populations face around the world.
The Conference will raise awareness of these challenges, highlight the crucial role of Education for Sustainable Development (ESD) as a key enabler for the
successful achievement of all SDGs, and create momentum for strengthening ESD in policy and practice.
Link for more information:
https://en.unesco.org/events/ESDfor2030

NewHoRRIzon
Final Conference

17 -28
May
2021

Online

NewHoRRIzon virtual final conference will inform
-attendees about the achievements and lessons
learned in this project. The programme includes focused breakout sessions to deep dive into specific
RRI contexts, keynote lectures and presentations to
reflect on the current status and future of RRI heading
into Horizon Europe. The organisers stress that there
will also be plenty of networking opportunities to
strengthen the European and global research and
innovation community around the topic. of RRI.

Due to the Coronavirus pandemic
the conference,
which was planned
to be held from May
4th to 6th, 2020,
was postponed.
The conference will
take place in 2021,
May 3-5.
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Link for more information:
https://newhorrizon.eu/newhorrizon-final-conference/

Future of Science
Communication
Conference

24-25
June
2021

Berlin,
Germany

The primary goal of the Conference is to provide an
impetus for stronger networking and further transfer
activities in Science Communication. The organisers
emphasize that only effective and evidence-based
science communication can help tackle the challenges in the relationship between science-publicmedia-politics in the coming years on the European
level. For this reason, they consider that science
communication research well connected at the European level in needed.

28 February 2021

Link for more information:
https://www.wissenschaft-im-dialog.de/en/ourprojects/fut@ure-of-science-communicationconference/

9TH Living Knowl- 30.
edge Conference June
2020. Synergies 2021
in Research with
and for Communities

Groningen, The conference starts from the reflection that: “over
The Call for ProposNetherthe years, a myriad of approaches have been devel- als has been closed
lands
oped to do collaborative research with and for communities. Different names, different (ideological) histories, and (sometimes slightly) different objectives may
obscure what we all have in common: an urge to cocreate and share new knowledge for an inclusive,
equitable, healthy and sustainable society“. The conference will address issues such as science shops,
research shops, living labs, citizen science, public
engagement, participatory action research, investigative journalism, community-based research, user
driven innovation, etc.

They have had to
decide to postpone
the 9th International
Living Knowledge
Conference with
one year to 2021.
The rapid spread of
the Corona virus
and the resulting
severe travel restrictions make it
impossible to go
ahead as planned.

Link for more information:
https://livingknowledge.org/lk9/

EURSAFE Conference 2021

XI European Conference on Gender
Equality in Higher
Education

ENRIO 2021 Congress On Research Integrity
Practice

24.
June
2021 26.
June
2021

Fribourg,
Switzerland

The EurSafe Conference 2021 in Fribourg focuses on
--the key concerns of ethics and justice as a consequence of the climate change challenges.
Link for more information:
https://events.unifr.ch/eursafe2021/en/

They are optimistic
of holding the conference live, but are
doing their best to
hold the conference
online if necessary.

15.
Madrid,
SepSpain
tember
2021 –
17
September
2021

The objective of the conference is to promote a culture of gender equality in higher education and research, as well as the incorporation of a gender perspective in national and regional funding agencies
and in the innovation sector.

The call for papers is
closed

27.
Helsinki
Sepand Espoo,
tember Finland
2021 29.
September
2021

The main topics of ENRIO2021 are research integrity The call for papers is Organised online on
and open science, research integrity and European
closed
27-29 September
data protection laws, and research in a time of crisis.
2021
Other topics include research misconduct, whistleblower protection, research integrity training, and
scientific publishing. The congress is hosted by the
European Network of Research Integrity Offices (ENRIO), the Finnish National Board on Research Integrity TENK and Aalto University.

Link for more information: https://epws.org/xieuropean-conference-gender-equality-highereducation/

Link for more information:
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http://www.enrio.eu/congress2021/

VIII Congreso de
Comunicación
Social de la Ciencia (CCSC2021)

Trust in science in
turbulent times |
EFC Research
Forum Conference
2021

29
Barcelona
Sep(Spain)
tember
to 1
October

Ethics, democratic commitment and collective work
are the main themes at the 7th Congress on Social
Communication of Science

07
October
2021 08
October
2021

The Research Forum Conference 2020 will focus on --the public’s participation in science and the public’s
trust in science. The organisers state that citizens
need to understand the major questions of science
and technology in the contemporary world, because it
is in the present that decisions are made, for shaping
impact in the future. Solidarity, between present and
future, is therefore critically dependent on the full
exercise of citizenship, and ensuring that science is
trusted. Therefore, they consider that we have to go
beyond the deficit model and engage in meaningful
dialogue, not a monologue from science to society to
ensure solidarity

Lisbon,
Portugal

Pending publication

Link for more information:
https://www.aecomunicacioncientifica.org/tag/ccsc202
1/

Link for more information:
https://www.efc.be/event-post/efc-research-forumconference-2021-trust-in-science-in-turbulent-times/

Science&You
2021

NoMetz
vember (France)
15th to
19th
2021.

Science&You aims at mixing research and practice in Extended until Februscience communication, popularization and engage- ary 19th 2021
ment, and is the place to share innovative and
ground-breaking topics, exchange best practices and
lessons learned, and why not invent new ideas and
create new partnerships. The theme of the 2021 Conference is "Science Communication: Take a Step
Back to Move Forward".
Link for more information: http://www.science-andyou.com/en

7TH World Conference of Research Integrity

29 May
–1
June
2022

Cape
Town,
South
Africa

The theme of the 7th World Conference on Research
Integrity is ‘Fostering Research Integrity in an Unequal World’. The organiser is confident that the 7th
WCRI will be interesting and relevant to Research
Integrity stakeholders across all disciplinary fields
from the basic and applied natural and biomedical
sciences to the humanities and social sciences.
Link for more information: https://wcri2022.org/

Call:
Change de dates to
- Abstract submis2022
sions & travel grant
applications open: 15
May 2021
- Deadline for abstract submissions &
travel grant applications: 15 October
2021
- Notifications of
acceptance of abstracts & travel grant
applications: 15 February 2022

